
Expert Tips for Maximizing
Microsoft Purview in

Compliance Management



Introduction
When it comes to data governance standards
and regulatory obligations, Microsoft
Purview Compliance Management has you
covered with all the tools you need.

 
The platform provides a single approach to
managing compliance across different data
sources through automated data discovery,
classification, and lineage tracking.

Businesses can safeguard sensitive data
assets and confidently manage regulatory
landscapes with the help of Purview
Compliance .

https://managedms365.com/compliance-management/
https://managedms365.com/compliance-management/


Enforcing and Monitoring
Regulations

Organizations can create and implement
compliance regulations that are customized
to their needs using this platform. 

Proactive compliance management is
ensured by its constant monitoring of data
usage and alerting administrators about
policy infractions.



Assessment for Regulatory
Compliance

Based on the business's industry and
location, Purview does comprehensive
analyses to determine whether regulations
are applicable.

The compliance landscape in which an
organization works can be better understood
with its assistance.



Classifying & Discovering Data

When it comes to the organization's data
estate, Purview uses sophisticated
algorithms to detect and automatically
categorize sensitive information. 

Enabling improved control and protection
includes personally identifiable information
(PII), financial data, and other sensitive
categories.



Dashboard for Managing Data

To keep checks on data governance metrics
and compliance status, Purview offers an
organized dashboard. 

Making well-informed choices is made easier
with this user-friendly interface that
provides real-time insights about data assets,
classifications, and compliance posture.



Automation Repair

Rapid risk mitigation is possible using
Purview's automated remediation workflows
in the context of non-compliance or data
breaches. 

Data redaction, encryption, and access
revocation are all part of this category of
activities that are dependent on policies that
have already been specified.



Reports and Audits

Data access, changes, and compliance
actions are tracked by comprehensive
audit trails, which are also used for
reporting purposes. 

In order to prove compliance with
regulations, Purview can produce in-
depth reports that can be utilized in
audits.



Microsoft Ecosystem Integration

Other Microsoft services like Dynamics 365,
Microsoft 365, and Azure are all easily
integrated with Purview. 

As a result, businesses may expand
compliance capabilities throughout their
whole digital infrastructure and make the
most of their current expenditures.



For the purpose of assisting businesses in achieving their regulatory
responsibilities and assuring data governance, Microsoft Purview

Compliance Support provides an extensive range of functions.
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